Class Wrap-Up

Assoc. Professor Donald J. Patterson
INF 133 Fall 2014
End of class

• Android Programming Assignment
  • Option 1
  • Option 2 - Sign up for demo slots
• Final class eval
• Shaping Things Quiz
• Epic Struggle Quiz
• Office Hours
  • Today
  • Friday
End of class

- Turn in your phone when done
- To DBH 5084
- or Marty Beach in DBH
Congratulations!

I said this was going to be a hard class

and you have worked hard (still are)
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• Readings from 3 texts and some articles
• 20 Lectures
• a bunch of supplemental videos
• 5 quizzes
• 6 assignments
  • 2 coding tutorials
  • 4 projects
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- Theory of AJAX
- Architecture of Multi-Touch
- Ubiquitous Computing and IT Narratives
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- Human perception
- The Observer pattern in U/I architectures
- State of the world in mobile
- Background of Android
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- Web Servers
- Javascript
- jQuery
- Google Maps API
- MT4J
- TUIO servers
- Community Core Vision
- Built a multi-touch device
- Developed an application for Android
- Worked with sensors on a mobile phone
Thanks!

I appreciate your attention, hard work and input.

It is an honor to be able to teach you.

It is a personal joy to help people learn something new.
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It is a personal joy to help people learn something new.

The end is just the beginning.